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ABSTRACT

When on 15 October 1892, Aline Valette (1850–99) edited the first issue of her weekly newspaper *L’Harmonie sociale: organe des droits et des intérêts féminins* [Social Harmony: Organ of Women’s Rights and Interests] (1892–93), this activist of the French Workers’ Party had already developed an elaborate social philosophy, the fruit of her double journey as a Marxist and as a feminist. In her journal, Valette synthesized her double fight for the emancipation of women and of the working class in her famous formula ‘Socialism and Sexualism’. This revolutionary project is not only reflected in Valette’s own writings for the journal, but also in the editorial model which she incarnated, and which inspired both her male and female collaborators.

This article studies the manner in which Aline Valette, through her conception of female editorship, succeeded to propose a social paradigm that embodied her vision for a society concomitantly socialist and sexualist. Socialism for this editor is based on the contradiction between Individualism — the excess of which is the source of social inequities, and Collectivism — the only solution to reestablish social harmony. This opposition reflected within her journal through the subtle balance between plurality of voices and opinions on the one hand, and the attachment to a common journalistic enterprise on the other. Likewise, Valette, who defended Sexualism as a means to revoke masculine domination, did not exclude male journalists from her editorial staff, and in doing so, procured a particular position for her ‘feminine’ journal within the press, which at the time was predominantly produced by and destined for men.
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Aline Valette (1850–99) (Fig. 1), although largely forgotten today, was one of the pioneering figures in the history of journalism and of social movements in belle époque France. Both a feminist and a socialist, she stands out for her visionary effort in rallying the forces of both movements for social change, an endeavour that still preoccupies intellectuals and activists of the twenty-first century. On 15 October 1892, she launched *L’Harmonie sociale: organe des droits et des intérêts féminins* [Social Harmony: Organ of Women’s Rights and Interests] (1892–93), which was the first periodical publication in France to embed the rights of women in a socialist terrain.

Within this weekly newspaper she developed an original theory on the condition of women, associating the defence of their rights with those of the working class. She called it ‘sexualism’. As editor-in-chief, Valette assumed a double mission: firstly didactical in laying down the theoretical groundwork for her new philosophy, and secondly practical in integrating the main principles of sexualism, namely those pertaining to the collectivist vision she had for society, as well as the new status she promised women, within her own editorial model. This article will demonstrate the manner in which Aline Valette, through her practice of female editorship, proposed a...
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social paradigm embodying her vision of a society concomitantly socialist and sexualist, and in doing so, explored the functional potentials of the journalistic enterprise.

Towards a Compound Analysis of the ‘Woman Question’

Valette’s editorial project came as a corollary of her militant career. Her journey towards activism began when she founded the first Teachers’ Union in France, to which she was elected secretary in 1878.3 During this period, she developed a keen interest in the condition of working women, which led her to become the first woman work inspector in the Seine department.4 In charge of overseeing working conditions for female employees in workshops, Valette acquired a first-hand knowledge of the reality of work for proletarian women.5 It was in fact through her daily contact with the problems created by female industrialization that she developed a conscience of social inequities that are particular to women of the working class.6 She began gravitating towards socialism by joining a Guesdist study group, and at the age of forty, became one of the first women members of the Parti ouvrier français [French Workers’ Party], more commonly referred to as POF.7

At a time when female participation in political parties was highly limited, Valette succeeded at imposing herself as a figure to be reckoned with within the ranks of the POF. Jules Guesde, the leader of the party, described her as ‘la seule femme qui ait compris le socialisme’ [‘the only woman to have understood socialism’].8 Valette mobilized her notoriety within the party and benefitted from the particularly distinguished position she acquired there in order to promote the cause of women, more precisely that of working women and poor mothers.9 As one of the oldest defenders of gender equality, she found in socialism a suitable ground to fight for women’s rights.10

The POF has historically distinguished itself as the first political party in France to inscribe the principle of gender equality in its programme. What is more, the party gave a platform to several pioneering activist women such as Aline Valette, among others, thus granting female voices higher exposure in the public domain.11

This socialist political background strongly permeated Valette’s ideas, since it was through the prism of French Marxism that she elaborated her position on the ‘woman question’. Her stance was based on the juxtaposition of the defence of the proletariat as a social class exploited by capitalism, and the defence of the rights of women, as a social category mistreated due to their gender. From its very first issue, her weekly fixed its editorial line around this notion of the convergence of social and sexual struggles.12

7 The terms ‘Guesdist’ or ‘Guesdism’ refer to the socialist faction led by Jules Guesde (1845–1922), a French Marxist who represented the collectivist branch of the party. Diebolt and Zylberberg-Hocquard, p. 8.
9 Boxer, p. 2.
10 Klejman and Rochefort, p. 91.
12 The term ‘les luttes des sexes’ [‘sexual struggles’] is used in *L’Harmonie sociale* to describe the then state of the debate on ‘la question sexuelle’ [‘the sexual question’], also referred to by contemporaries and historians as the ‘la question féminine’ [‘the woman question’]. Dr Z., ‘Mise au point’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (11 February 1893), 1.
It defended the cause of ‘ces deux opprimés de la forme sociale moderne — la femme d’une part, le prolétaire de l’autre’ ['the two oppressed figures of the modern social form — the woman on the one hand, the proletarian on the other'], and called for their ‘union constante dans une action commune’ ['constant union in a common action'].

Valette’s logic stemmed from the idea that analogous mechanisms of oppression were at work for both women and the working class. She saw in the notion of ‘production’ a mutual source of domination for both categories. She wrote in one editorial: ‘Or, comme les prolétaires ont été, de tout temps [sic], la classe qui produit, le sexe féminin a été, de tout temps, le sexe qui produit; et comme la classe qui produit a été la classe sacrifiée, le sexe qui produit a été le sexe sacrifié.’ ['Just as proletarians were, since time immemorial, the class which produced, the female sex was, since time immemorial, the sex which produced; and as the class which produced was the sacrificed one, the sex which produced was the sacrificed one.]

At the heart of this vision of double oppression lies the figure of the working woman, twice scorned and exploited due to her class and her gender. Valette deplored the lot of the working woman, ‘la sacrifiée, l’exploitée,’ ['the sacrificed, the exploited'], for whom ‘la servitude économique se compliqu[e] […] de la servitude domestique’ ['economic servitude is worsened by domestic servitude'].

**Sexualist Theory**

Based on this observation of the double exploitation of women as workers and as mothers, Valette elaborated a new theory, the goal of which was to respond to this hybrid situation inflicted on poor women. Aided in this mission by Pierre Bonnier, a Marxist and fellow journalist in *L’Harmonie sociale*, Valette introduced her new theory on the emancipation of women which she called ‘sexualism’. The term itself is a neologism invented by Valette and Bonnier, who stated that they were seduced by the simplicity of the word, by its efficiency, by the richness of the rhyme produced between the two terms, sexualism and socialism. Their phonetic proximity symbolized in Valette’s eyes the correlation between the fight for the rights of the producing and reproducing forces in society. The expression ‘Socialism and Sexualism’ thus became the slogan of the new ideology propagated in Valette’s newspaper. (Fig. 2)

According to its theoreticians, sexualism presents itself at first glance as a synonym of feminism. ‘[N]ous avons voulu caractériser d’un mot le mouvement féministe’ ['We wanted to characterize the feminist movement in one word'], they wrote. Nonetheless, the need for a new term to substitute that of feminism, which was in full expansion at the time, implicates the existence of differences and nuances in the vision for the

---

15 ‘Socialisme et sexualisme’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (29 April 1893), 2.
18 Ibid.
emancipation of women.\textsuperscript{19} Sexualism can therefore be better described as a socialist counterpart to feminism. Indeed, inspired by Marxism, sexualism can be defined as an effort to take into account, within the fight for the rights of women, the fact that they are dominated both as producers and reproducers, doubly exploited by masculinism and by capitalism.\textsuperscript{20} According to the sexualist theory, women could be emancipated as producers with the advent of a collectivist socialist regime that would give the means and gains of production back to the working force. However, women would only be emancipated as reproducers, or as mothers, through a sexualist revolution that would


acknowledge their role in the preservation of the human race and value maternity in order to grant them a more superior position in society. The promise of sexualism to 'reorder societal priorities in favor of mothers and children' was based on reclaiming maternity, which in the individualist capitalist society constitutes the very cause of the oppression of women, and turning it into a social function, properly acknowledged in a collectivist and sexualist society. Therefore, it was through its maternalist agenda that sexualism sought to install a new social paradigm where women, thanks to their maternal role, could be assured a more superior position in society.

Needless to say, the maternalist politics contained in sexualism granted it much criticism from its contemporaries as well as from some historians of feminism. For certain feminists of that time, sexualism presented an obstacle to the progress of the cause of women by confining them to their maternal role. Valette's critics considered that by underlining women's role as mothers, she was forcibly sending them back to their homes, thus deterring them from pursuing actual careers. As for some historians, sexualism was at best 'a theory of compromise' and at worst, a conservative theory, contrary to the views of the founders of socialism.

However, it is important to point out that sexualism was not the only ideology to place maternalism at the heart of its logic on women's emancipation. Indeed, the idea of maternity as an asset to the feminist struggle was quite widespread at the turn of the twentieth century. When placed in the wider context of first-wave feminism, which called for 'equality in difference', Valette's defence of maternity can be seen as a pragmatic contribution to the cause of women. In effect, at the height of their activism, first-wave French republican feminists conceived women's empowerment through providing them with opportunities to demonstrate their intellectual and economic potential while also assuring protection for motherhood and children. This feminism, also branded 'maternalist feminism', emphasized legal rights and demanded of the State 'positive discriminations' in favour of women, among which, state protection of motherhood. The logic behind the calls for state-funded subsidies for mothers, or the idea of maternity as a social function, lies in the guarantee of one of the most important basic imperatives of women's emancipation: economic independence from men, since 'masculine hierarchy [was] predicated on women's economic dependence'. In Valette's theory, the promotion of maternity, although somewhat exorbitant, never called for abandoning women's other roles in society. As a matter of fact, Valette explicitly stated the idea that work was not necessarily incompatible with motherhood: 'Le genre de production tout à fait spécial qui caractérise l'organisme féminin, sans préjudice de son rôle de production dans le domaine économique, doit assurer à la femme une place à part dans une société vraiment socialiste.'

Moreover, in the special issue her weekly devoted to the sexualist theory, the programme

21 Boxer, p. 1.
23 Klejman and Rochefort, p. 362.
26 Offen, Debating the Woman Question, pp. 94, 101; Laura L. Frader, 'Femmes, genre et mouvement ouvrier en France aux XIXe et XXe siècles: Bilan et perspectives de recherche', Clio. Histoire, femmes et sociétés, 3 (1996), 1–19 (p. 8) [accessed 1 October 2016].
of reforms formulated at the end, entitled ‘Cahier des doléances féminines’ [‘Book of Female Grievances’], stated that women had the right to economic existence that safeguarded their dignity through allowing them access to employment in different professions. In *L'Harmonie sociale*, the path towards this economic emancipation for women came through the emancipation of work or production, the most important form of which was motherhood.

Exploring the Collectivist Capacities of the Periodical Genre

Valette’s defence of sexualism was not limited to her dialectic work on the theory. Rather, a critical approach analysing her model of female editorship could inform a different kind of response, of a more practical nature, supporting the sexualist theory. As editor-in-chief of *L'Harmonie sociale*, Aline Valette put both the socialist and sexualist fundamentals of her theory into her practice of editorship, thus exploiting both the discursive and organizational capacities of her journalistic enterprise.

The model of editor that Valette portrayed is largely representative of her ideas on socialist collectivism. Her very choice of periodical publication as a textual medium to promote her collectivism constitutes by and of itself a primary form of application of her ideology. According to the collectivist doctrine, any work of production, whether manual or intellectual, had to be construed as a collective property of all of its producers. In opting for the periodical as a collective and multi-voiced genre that ‘entails a “collectivization” of writing’ in lieu of a book-format publication that is more of an individual production, Valette established the premise for applying her collectivist ideals. Indeed, according to Margaret Beetham, the ‘heterogeneity of authorial voice’ is a central aspect of the periodical genre in the nineteenth century. Valette’s choice to serve as editor-in-chief of a newspaper rather than sole author of her own book indicates a collectivist orientation leaning towards a less direct proprietorship of the publication. In fact, the concept of authorship does not apply in the case of periodical writing where each issue has multiple authors or contributors. Consequently, Valette did abdicate a certain level of ownership over her publication in choosing to collaborate with a collective of journalists all of whose contributions constitute indivisible components of the final product. Furthermore, next to being the editor, Valette also presented herself as a journalist regularly publishing articles in her newspaper. In doing so, she seems to underline the influence of the collective nature of the journalistic enterprise that can even pertain to the editor herself.

Valette’s collectivist ideology also addressed the concept of individualism and attempted to articulate a balance between the two seemingly conflicting ideas. According to Valette’s theory, individualism was seen as an elementary necessity from the standpoint of personal interests, which had to be reconsidered when the interests of the collective were at hand. A balance between these two impulses can be found in Valette’s periodical in the articulation between the individual personalities of journalists and their columns,
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29 Ibid., p. 3.
33 Ibid.
34 ‘Socialisme et sexualisme’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (29 April 1893), 2.
and the collective unity of the newspaper. A symbiotic relationship exists between the column as a textual unit providing the raw written material and the journal as the federating organism which allows this material to exist, by organizing, combining, and publishing it in its final form. The journalistic enterprise created by Valette in *L’Harmonie sociale* depended on this reciprocal dependence. The editor composed her editorial office with specialized journalists to whom she attributed a specific role in the newspaper. These roles corresponded to fixed columns for each collaborator: reportages on the conditions of work, political columns, news stories, literary series, financial reports, etc. In exchange, Valette’s periodical acknowledged these individual contributions in two ways. First, it displayed the signatures of each journalist at the end of their column, thus emphasizing the authority of the journalist over their own text.35 Certainly, if the lack of signatures was historically construed as a way of highlighting the collective character of a periodical, the ever-increasing presence of personal signatures towards the end of the century can be viewed as an emphasis on the individual components of a journalistic enterprise.36 Second, the periodical acknowledged a certain right of property for permanent collaborators on the very space they have in the newspaper, which remains stable from one issue to the other. The recognition of a plurality of authorities within a community, according to a Durkheimian analysis, is the guarantee for the rights of individuals.37 Within Valette’s journalistic enterprise, the recognition of journalists’ plural rights of authorship, under a unified periodical title, reflects the subtle balance between individualism and collectivism in her theory.

Valette also established harmony between the two concepts through reconciling the newspaper’s common editorial line with the individual subjective liberties of her collaborators, which she ensured through upholding the principle of plurality of voices and perspectives. Her periodical, contrary to other feminist publications of that era, did not present itself as a one-woman platform, designed only to express her editor’s thoughts and opinions.38 Rather, the editor committed herself to assuring a sufficient margin of liberty for her journalists to develop their respective subjectivities, all the while preserving the newspaper’s editorial line. The role of individual signatures is once more essential in understanding this balance, since when each journalist signs the text for which they are responsible, the newspaper becomes a space of exchange, integrating an intersection of points of view.39 Valette kept this effect of diversity under control through clearly defining the mission of *L’Harmonie sociale* (which can be summed up to its double struggle), thus tracing the boundaries of the discursive space in which these diverse perspectives could be expressed. Thanks to the collective mission of the periodical, these individual subjectivities could not only intersect, but also interact with each other, even unite with one another in order to serve the common purpose of the publication. Valette commented on this articulation of contrasting principles, writing: ‘Dans nos colonnes, [nous] donn[ons] place à toutes les manifestations de l’activité

---

36 A quote from *L’Atelier* illustrates this reality: ‘Si les articles de notre feuille n’ont jamais été signés, […] c’est que, […] ils prenaient un caractère collectif qui, à nos yeux comme à ceux du public, devait avoir infiniment plus de poids que s’ils eussent été l’expression d’opinions personnelles’ [‘If in our paper, articles have never been signed, (…) it is that (…) they took a collective nature which, in our eyes as well as in those of the public, had to weigh infinitely more than if they had been the expression of personal opinions’]. Quoted in Armand Cuvillier, *Un journal d’ouvriers: ‘L’Atelier’ (1840–1850)* (Paris: Les Éditions ouvrières, 1954), p. 49.
38 Boxer, p. 3.
Reshaping Gender Roles within the Editorial Staff

As for the reflection of the ideals of sexualism in Valette’s editorial model, the contiguity between the image projected by Valette as a female editor and the feminine ideals contained in her theory is striking. Sexualism, which is centred around the uplifting of the status and actual conditions of motherhood, promised to grant women (and by extension, children as well) a higher rank than that of men in the social order. As editor-in-chief of her journal, Valette symbolically embodied the image of this mother, placed on the summit of the communal hierarchy due to her decisive role in generating and maintaining the product that is *L’Harmonie sociale*. The very creation of this weekly newspaper came as a result of the activist actions and engagements of its editor. The role of Valette in relation to her periodical (the product of her militant career) can therefore be assimilated to that of a mother in relation to her child (the product of her very being).

Beyond this first parallel between the sexualist theory and Valette’s editorial model, several other similarities can be found within the theory itself. First of all, sexualism encouraged women to develop a conscience of their true social and sexual value in order to reclaim their rightful place in society. It promoted the idea of women outclassing their male counterparts thanks to their inherent qualities. Valette’s own career leading towards editorship portrayed this image of female prominence. Although she was born into a modest family (being the daughter of a railroad worker), she successfully managed to advance a career, competing with men and winning not only a key position within a largely ‘masculine’ party, but also the editorship of a political publication. This latter gain was historically considered as a right uniquely given to male editors. In an era when the press made by women was still confused with the press made for women, Valette became one of the rare women editors, in charge of a political newspaper created by a woman, to engage women in political and social activism. Therefore, when Valette’s theoretical writings on sexualism celebrate women who advance rapidly and prodigiously in the professional and intellectual domains, one cannot but see a sort of auto-reflection on her own journey towards journalism.

Moreover, the elevated position sexualism promised women was not solely communicated via discourse in *L’Harmonie sociale*, but was also reflected through the articulation of male and female journalists’ roles and contributions in the paper. In

40 Dr Z., ‘Point d’arrê†’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (4 March 1893), 1.
41 Sowerwine, *Sisters or Citizens*, p. 60.
42 Diebolt and Zylberberg-Hocquard, pp. 7–9.
45 ‘Socialisme et sexualisme†’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (29 April 1893), 3.
her exercise of editorship, Aline Valette came across as the incarnation of this female figure placed on the top of her community. Although she regularly contributed as a journalist in the newspaper, this did not prevent her from assuming a more distinguished position within the editorial staff. To begin with, the first columns of the front page are systematically reserved for Valette’s editorials. Therefore, it is her own writings that preside over the rest of the content by setting the tone for the themes and topics of each issue. Also, even though her signature found at the end of her articles can present her as simply one journalist among others, this effect is completely undone by the ostentatious display of her name in the masthead: ‘Directrice: Aline Valette’ is visible in large print in the masthead of every single issue. What is more, Valette seems to have a ubiquitous presence in all the pages of her weekly. Her written contributions are not only limited to the front page, but extend to the whole of the newspaper, regularly appearing on subsequent pages. When she occupied several columns in one issue, she always used an abbreviated form of signature limited to her initials ‘A.V.’ This choice reveals a false desire to conceal her identity (only superficially hidden) since it paradoxically accentuates the ‘over-exposure’ of the editor within her periodical. In her misleading attempt to camouflage her quasi-omnipresence in the pages of L’Harmonie sociale, Valette inversely highlights her distinguished position as editor. Her role as editor-in-chief vis-à-vis that of the other journalists can therefore be further assimilated to that of a mother, whose utility to the community grants her access to a more privileged rank.46

It is worthy of mention that Valette’s portrayal of female superiority in her editorial model did not stem from an egotistical motive, but rather from a quest to create positive representations of women in the journalistic field. The promotion of a higher status for women does not only reflect in Valette’s own posture, but also extends to include those of her other female collaborators. Although the editorial staff on L’Harmonie sociale comprised both men and women, the number of female journalists Valette recruited was superior to that of male journalists. This decision can be regarded as a form of historical revenge over the journalistic establishment that had long favoured male pens over female ones. Even in the so-called ‘presse féminine’ ['feminine press'], men did not only take on the role of editor, but they even composed two thirds of the editorial staff in that category.47 Valette’s desire to endorse women’s participation in journalism can also be detected in her choice to reserve the most visible columns of her weekly’s front page almost exclusively for female collaborators. Her own editorials are regularly followed by the writing of a female columnist called Claire Jemme, who reports on the conditions of work for women. In between these two opinion pieces signed by women, a shorter unsigned column entitled ‘Échos’ ['Echoes'] provided the weekly news, the larger portion of which concerned female interests. Hence, the front pages of L’Harmonie sociale mark its editor’s desire of promoting a higher status for women in journalism as a reflection of the position they are promised within sexualism.

In addition, the prevalence of female contributors to Valette’s journal can be linked to another principle of her theory that highly stresses the importance of the engagement of women, as the first agents of change towards the advent of a sexualist revolution. According to sexualist theory, ‘dans la lutte des sexe, le sexe asservi et exploité,  

46 ‘Dans une société, où domine l’esprit socialiste, l’utilité des individus composantes à l’égard de l’ensemble, classe les individus ; l’être qui a le plus de charges est le premier parce que sa contribution à la vie sociale est la plus grande. Le travail le plus utile à une société est la maternité.’ [‘In a society, where a socialist (i.e. collectivist) spirit dominates, the utility of its composing individuals to the whole classifies the individuals. (…) The individual with the most contributions comes first (…) The most useful contribution to a society is motherhood.’] ‘Socialisme et sexualisme’, L’Harmonie sociale (29 April 1893), 2–3.
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[...] devra prendre en main la révolution nécessaire, sans plus compter sur l’homme pour résoudre la question sexuelle, — devenue la question des femmes’ [‘in the gender struggle, the enslaved and exploited gender (...) has to take into its own hands the necessary revolution, no longer counting on men to resolve the gender question — which became the woman question’]. 48 Since Valette’s newspaper was set out to be the media platform campaigning for sexualism, it follows that the journalists collaborating in this organ had to conform to the image of the army fighting for this very same cause. In light of this consideration, the editorial staff assembled by Valette not only evidenced a larger percentage of female journalists, but also positioned them in the front ranks of the fight for the sexualist revolution.

Consequently, male journalists who formed the minority of the editorial staff in *L’Harmonie sociale* assumed a less prominent role in the journal, thus reflecting the position of men according to the sexualist paradigm which favoured female superiority. Sexualism did in fact prescribe that men’s role was limited outside the direct process of evolution and advancement of life in general. 49 For instance, Pierre Bonnier, the co-theorist of sexualism, did not assume an equal position to that of Valette within the newspaper, as he was only allocated one column per issue, and his signature typically fell on the second page. This example confirms the commitment to female leadership within the journalistic and ideological paradigms pertaining to sexualism. The efficiency of this choice in bringing female journalists to the fore can be attested to by several historical references which mainly link sexualism to Valette’s oeuvre and neglect to state the role of her partner Bonnier. 50 Bonnier’s use of the pseudonym ‘Dr Z.’ is also responsible for his lower exposure compared to that of Valette. The use of pseudonyms, often linked to female pens in the nineteenth century, was construed as a means of protection, masking contributors’ identities and thus protecting them from exposure in the public domain. 51 In Valette’s weekly newspaper, however, this rule was reversed, and it is the traces of the male pen that were obscured, consequently bringing to light female ones. This inversion of gender-related literary norms provided a micro-image of the society in which the principles of sexualism would dictate gender roles.

**Conclusion: The Multiple Communicational Capacities of a Periodical**

The correlation between sexualist theory and the editorial model for Valette seems to hold a double interest. First, it allowed Valette the activist to defend her ideological agenda by responding through this practical approach to criticisms of her theory. By accommodating her editorial model to sexualist principles, she could portray the image of a woman emancipated from the domination of the man in a sexualist society. Even more, she gave the example of how a woman could preside over her male counterpart, without necessarily creating antagonisms between both parties. Second, the interest of the contiguity between the sexualist theory and Valette’s editorial practice lies in revealing the multitude of ways in which a periodical can be mobilized to serve a social cause. Through the adoption of her ideological principles in her editorial practice, Valette reminds us that the periodical genre not only represents a textual medium in which

---

48 ‘Socialisme et sexualisme’, *L’Harmonie sociale* (29 April 1893), 2.

49 Ibid.

50 Marilyn J. Boxer states that one of the goals of her 2012 paper on sexualism is to ‘acknowledge Dr Bonnier for his feminism’ (Boxer, p. 2), which implies the overlooking of Bonnier’s contribution in the sexualist theory.

an ideal can be promoted via discourse, but rather a living social enterprise in which individuals’ roles, their postures, and the links that bind them together, all contribute to shaping the model of the society sought after.
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